
Winery:  Vadiaperti

Vigneron: Raffaele Troisi

Varietal: Coda di Volpe
Coda di Volpe is a white wine grape that was used in ancient times to make medium to 
full-bodied wines in Campania (the shin of Italy).  It was Pliny the Elder (famous 
write and Mt. Vesuvius victim) who coined the name because of the varietal long, 

curvy bunches of grapes resembling a fox's bushy tail. 
Coda di Volpe means Tail of the Fox. 

The grape fell out of favor (for some reason or another) but 
lucky for us, in 1984,  Antonio Troisi started the Vadiaperti Winery.  

Starting with Fiano, he was quickly convinced by his son (Raffaele-the current 
winemaker) to produce wine from some of the more forgotten varietal's like Greco di 

Tufo and Coda di Volpe!  
The vines are grown in very small lots with biodynamic principles which enables 

Raffaele to produce extraordinary wine from these amazing grapes.

Region:  Campania, Italy

Soil Type: volcanic & tufa (a type of limestone)

Vineyard Info:  400-600 metres above sea level

Winemaking Info: Grapes are usually harvested in the first part of October, 
depending on ripeness.  

Within 3-hours of picking, the grapes are placed in special containers to avoid 
skin tearing during the light pressing.  The grape is not particularly high in 
acidity so it does well in volcanic soil as volcanic soils often impart higher 

acidity to the vines that grow in them.

Tasting Notes: aromatic profile leans towards the fruity (citrus and 
slightly tropical) and is a bit spicy (sweet spicy like pink peppercorn 

rather than pepper spicy). 

The palate is unique on so many levels!  Perhaps the most unique thing is 
it's slight salty characteristic - in a really good way!! With a great 

steely, stony follow-through, this wine is perfect with food!!
oh and it's has proven to age very well - SO buy one for drinking today 

and buy 1 (or a dozen) to put away!
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Raffaelle, Campania & Vadiaperti

Perhaps most famous for Naples (the supposed birthplace of pizza) and the 
ancient city of Pompeii, Campania is one of the most important regions in 
southern Italy for many reasons.  Dating back to antiquity when the Greeks 
introduced winemaking to this region, Naples (which is the third largest 
city in Italy, after Rome and Milan) has been central to the southern 
Italian wine industry for many centuries. In fact, some of the most 

historically important grapes - Falaghina, Fiano, Greco, and Aglianico - 
thrive in in the mountainous soils around the province.  Indeed these 
grapes date back to antiquity and are farmed with great respect for 

tradition by the third-generation vigneron, Raffaelle Troisi.

Vadiaperti has a winemaking heritage dating to the ’40s. Their Irpinian 
vines – growing Falaghina, Fiano, Greco, Coda di Volpe and Aglianico from 
volcanic soil – are now tended by third-generation winemaker Raffaelle 

Triosi. Upholding traditions passed on to him by his father, particularly 
the belief that great wines are made in the vineyard – not the winery.  As 

a science student, Raffaelle is not opposed to utilizing modern 
information but is firmly committed to only natural farming as well as 

winemaking.
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